2022 ONLINE QUALIFIERS
MASTERS 35-40, 41-47, 48-54, 55+

DUCQ 22.1
For time, or for reps:
Beginning on an 8-minute clock, complete as many reps as possible
of:
		
25 Toes to Bar
		
50 Double Unders
		
15 Snatches (W1)
		
25 Toes to Bar
		
50 Double Unders
		
12 Snatches (W2)
If completed before 8 minutes, add 4 minutes to the clock and
proceed to:
		
25 Toes to Bar
		
50 Double Unders
		
9 Snatches (W3)
If completed before 12 minutes, add 4 minutes to the clock and
proceed to:
		
25 Toes to Bar
		
50 Double Unders
		
6 Snatches (W4)
Record your time or stop at 16 minutes.

35-40

W1: 45kg/ 30kg (100lb/ 65lb)
W2: 60kg/ 40kg (135lb/ 90lb)
W3: 70kg/ 45kg (155lb/ 100lb)
W4: 80kg/ 50kg (175lb/ 110lb)

•
•
•
•
•

Equipment

41-47 & 48-54

W1: 40kg/ 27.5kg (90lb/ 60lb)
W2: 50kg/ 35kg (110lb/ 77lb)
W3: 60kg/ 40kg (135lb/ 90lb)
W4: 70kg/ 45kg (155lb/ 100lb)

Pull-up Bar
Skipping Rope
Barbell
Collars
Plates to load to the appropriate weight for your division

55+

W1: 35kg/ 25kg (77lb/ 55lb)
W2: 45kg/ 30kg (100lb/ 65lb)
W3: 52.5kg/ 35kg (115lb/ 77lb)
W4: 60kg/ 40kg (135lb/ 90lb)
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DUCQ 22.1
NOTES
This workout begins with the athlete standing
under the pull-up bar. After the call of go, the
athlete will have 8 minutes to complete 25
Toes to Bar, followed by 50 Double Unders
and 15 Snatches. The athlete will then
complete 25 Toes to Bar, 50 Double Unders
and 12 Snatches, this time at a heavier weight.
If the athlete does not complete all 177 reps
within 8 minutes, their workout is over. The
athlete will stop and record their reps
completed.
If all 177 repetitions are completed within the
8 minute window, the athlete will earn an
additional 4 minutes to perform another 25
Toes to Bar, 50 Double Unders and 9
Snatches, again at a heavier weight. If all 261
reps (90 from round 1, plus 87 from round 2,
plus 84 from round 3) are completed by the
12 minute mark, the athlete will begin another
round and the time cap will be extended by an
additional 4 minutes. Each round, the weight
of the Snatch will increase while the reps of
the Snatch decrease. Once a round is
completed, the athlete may immediately
begin the next round. The athlete does not
need to wait for the 4 minute round to end
before moving on to the next round. This
pattern of earning additional time will
continue for up to 16 minutes, as long as a full
round is completed before the next cutoff.
This workout is over when the athlete fails to
complete all the repetitions within the cutoff
time for that round. The final round ends at
the 16 minute mark. The athlete’s score is the
number of reps completed up to their cutoff
time.
In this workout, another person may assist the
athlete in changing the plates on the barbell

during the workout, or multiple barbells may
be used. Collars must be placed on the
outside of all the plates on any bar used during
the workout.

TIEBREAK
The scoring for this workout includes a
tiebreak. At the end of each set of Snatches,
the time must be recorded. When you submit
your final result, your score will be the number
of reps completed. There will be
another section where you will enter the
elapsed time at which you completed your last
set of Snatches. If two athletes have the same
score (total number of reps), the athlete with
the lower tiebreak will be ranked higher.
If all 4 rounds are completed in under 16
minutes, your score is the total time it takes
you to complete the workout.
Note: All tiebreak times must be reported in
elapsed time, not in time remaining. Do not
use a countdown timer.

VIDEO SUBMISSIONS
All video submissions should be uncut and
unedited in order to accurately display the
performance. Prior to starting, film the
Pull-up Bar, plates and barbell to be used so
the weights can be seen clearly. Your judge and
a clock or timer with the running workout time
should be clearly visible throughout the entire
workout. Record the video from an angle so
all movements can be clearly seen meeting the
movement standards.
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DUCQ 22.1
MOVEMENT STANDARDS
TOES-TO-BAR

TOES-TO-BAR

DOUBLE UNDERS

At the start of each rep, the
arms must be extended and
the heels must be brought
back behind the bar with the
feet off the ground.
Overhand, underhand, or
mixed grip are all allowed.

The rep is completed when
both feet come in contact with
the bar at the same time, between the hands. Any part of
the feet may make contact
with the bar.

This is a standard Double
Under in which the rope
passes completely under the
feet twice for each jump. The
rope must spin forward for the
rep to count.

SNATCH

SNATCH

SNATCH

The barbell begins on the
ground and must be lifted
overhead in one motion. Touch
and go is permitted.

The barbell must come to full Power, Squat, and Split
lockout overhead, with the Snatches are allowed. Hang
hips, knees and arms
Snatches are NOT allowed.
extended, and the bar
directly over or slightly behind
the middle of the body.
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For time, or for reps:
Beginning on an 8-minute clock, complete
as many reps as possible of:
		
		
		
		
		
		

25 Toes to Bar
50 Double Unders
15 Snatches (W1)
25 Toes to Bar
50 Double Unders
12 Snatches (W2)

If completed before 8 minutes, add 4
minutes to the clock and proceed to:
25 Toes to Bar
50 Double Unders
9 Snatches (W3)

ROUND 3

		
		
		

ROUND 2 ROUND 1

DUCQ 22.1 - SCORE CARD

		
		
		

25 Toes to Bar
50 Double Unders
6 Snatches (W4)

Record your time or stop at 16 minutes.

35-40

W1: 45kg/ 30kg (100lb/ 65lb)
W2: 60kg/ 40kg (135lb/ 90lb)
W3: 70kg/ 45kg (155lb/ 100lb)
W4: 80kg/ 50kg (175lb/ 110lb)

ROUND 4

If completed before 12 minutes, add 4
minutes to the clock and proceed to:

25 Toes to Bar

25

50 Double Unders

75

15 Snatches

90

25 Toes to Bar

115

50 Double Unders

165

12 Snatches
If round 2 is completed before 8:00,
proceed to round 3.

177

25 Toes to Bar

202

50 Double Unders

252

9 Snatches
If round 3 is completed before 12:00,
proceed to round 4.

261

25 Toes to Bar

286

50 Double Unders

336

6 Snatches

342

41-47 & 48-54

W1: 40kg/ 27.5kg (90lb/ 60lb)
W2: 50kg/ 35kg (110lb/ 77lb)
W3: 60kg/ 40kg (135lb/ 90lb)
W4: 70kg/ 45kg (155lb/ 100lb)

time

time

time

time

55+

W1: 35kg/ 25kg (77lb/ 55lb)
W2: 45kg/ 30kg (100lb/ 65lb)
W3: 52.5kg/ 35kg (115lb/ 77lb)
W4: 60kg/ 40kg (135lb/ 90lb)

ATHLETE NAME:_______________________________________________

FINISH TIME:__________________ TOTAL REPS_______________

TIE BREAK:_______________
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DUCQ 22.2
For time: (8min CAP)
		
		

45 Deadlifts
45 Handstand Push-ups*

35-40

41-47 & 48-54

55+

100kg/ 70kg (220lb/ 155lb)
90kg/ 60kg (200lb/ 135lb)
80kg/ 55kg (175lb/ 120lb)
*Full range of motion Handstand *Full range of motion Handstand *130mm Elevated HSPU (Abmat
Push-ups
Push-ups
+ Weight Plate)

EQUIPMENT:
•
•
•
•
•

Barbell
Collars
Plates to load to the appropriate weight for your division
Tape to mark the Handstand Push-up box
Tape measure

NOTES

VIDEO SUBMISSIONS

This workout begins with the barbell on the
floor and the athlete standing tall. After the
call of go, the athlete will start their 45
Deadlifts, then move to the wall for their 45
Handstand Push-ups.

Prior to starting, film the plates and barbell to
be used so the weights can be seen clearly.
Also film the measuring process for the
Handstand Push-up marks so all
measurements can be seen clearly. All video
submissions should be uncut and unedited in
order to accurately display the performance. A
clock or timer with the running workout time
clearly visible should be in the frame
throughout the entire workout. Record the
video from an angle so all movements can be
clearly seen meeting the movement standards.

The athlete’s score will be the time it takes to
complete the workout or the total number of
reps completed within the 8 minute time cap.
There is no tiebreak for this workout.
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DUCQ 22.2
MOVEMENT STANDARDS
DEADLIFT

DEADLIFT

HANDSTAND PUSH-UP

The barbell starts on the
ground. The athlete’s hands
must be outside the knees.
Sumo Deadlifts are not
allowed.

The rep is completed when the
athlete’s hips and knees reach
full extension and the athlete’s
shoulders are behind the bar.

The inside of the box for the
handstand
push-up
must
measure 1020mm wide and
610mm deep.

HANDSTAND PUSH-UP

HANDSTAND PUSH-UP

HANDSTAND PUSH-UP

Each rep begins and ends with
the athlete in the lockout
position with the heels against
the wall and arms extended.
The hands must remain inside
the 1020mm x 610mm box, if
any part of the hand, including
the fingers, touches the tape
line at any time, the rep will not
count. The athlete will need to
start again from the
lockout position.

At the bottom, the head must
make contact with the ground.
The feet do not need to remain
in contact with the wall for the
duration of the movement, but
the feet must return to the
wall at the beginning and end
of each rep. Kipping is
allowed.

The rep is completed when the
athlete returns to the lockout
position with the heels on the
wall and has their arms, hips
and legs extended.
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DUCQ 22.2 - SCORE CARD
For time: (8min CAP)
		
		

45 Deadlifts
45 Handstand Push-ups*

45 Deadlifts
05

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

45 Handstand Push-ups*

35-40

41-47 & 48-54

55+

100kg/ 70kg (220lb/ 155lb)
90kg/ 60kg (200lb/ 135lb)
80kg/ 55kg (175lb/ 120lb)
*Full range of motion Handstand *Full range of motion Handstand *130mm Elevated HSPU (Abmat
Push-ups
Push-ups
+ Weight Plate)

ATHLETE NAME:_______________________________________________

FINISH TIME:__________________ OR TOTAL REPS_______________
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DUCQ 22.3
For time: (16min CAP)
5 Rounds of:
		
10 Thrusters
		
10 Chest to Bar Pull-ups*
Then,
		
40/ 32 Calorie Row
		
20 Ring Muscle-ups**

EQUIPMENT:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barbell
Collars
Plates to load to the appropriate weight for your division
Rings
Pull-up Bar
Concept2 Rower

35-40

45kg/ 30kg (100lb/ 65lb)

41-47 & 48-54

40kg/ 27.5kg (90lb/ 60lb)

NOTES

This workout begins with the barbell on the
floor and the athlete standing tall. After the
call of go, the athlete will complete 10
Thrusters and 10 Chest to Bar Pull-ups for 5
rounds. Upon completing the couplet, the
athlete will continue on to the second portion
of the workout: 40/ 32 Calorie Row and 20
Ring Muscle-ups.
The athlete’s score will be the total time it
takes to complete the entire workout or the
total number of reps completed before the 16
minute time cap.

TIEBREAK

This workout includes a tiebreak. If the athlete
completes all the reps prior to the 16 minute
time cap, their score will be their total time,
and there will be no tiebreaker.
If the athlete is not able to complete the

55+

35kg/ 25kg (77lb/ 55lb)
*Chin over the Bar Pull-ups
**Chest to Bar Pull-ups

entire workout within the time cap, a
tiebreaker will be factored into their final
score. Note the time when the athlete
completes 40 / 32 calories on the Rower. In
the case where two athletes have the same
score (total number of reps), the athlete with
the lower tiebreak time will be ranked higher.
Do NOT use a countdown timer.

VIDEO SUBMISSIONS

All video submissions should be uncut and
unedited in order to accurately display the
performance. Prior to starting, film the
Pull-up Bar, plates and barbell to be used so
the weights can be seen clearly. Your judge and
a clock or timer with the running workout time
should be clearly visible throughout the entire
workout. Record the video from an angle so
all movements can be clearly seen meeting the
movement standards.
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DUCQ 22.3
MOVEMENT STANDARDS
THRUSTER

THRUSTER

CHEST-TO-BAR

The bar starts on the ground,
no racks are allowed. The hip
crease must clearly pass below
the top of the knees in the
bottom position. A full squat
clean into the thruster is
allowed when the bar is taken
from the floor.

The rep is completed when the
barbell is locked out overhead,
with the hips, knees and arms
extended, and the bar directly
over the middle of the athlete’s
body.

Athletes must start each rep
with their arms fully extended
and feet off the ground. Any
style of Pull-up or grip is
allowed.

CHEST-TO-BAR

PULL-UP

PULL-UP

The rep is counted when the
athlete’s chest clearly contacts
the bar at or below the
collarbone.

Athletes must start each rep The rep is completed when the
with their arms fully extended athlete’s chin breaks the
and feet off the ground. Any horizontal plane of the bar.
style of pull-up or grip is
allowed.
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DUCQ 22.3
MOVEMENT STANDARDS
ROWING

ROWING

The monitor on the rower must The athlete must stay seated
be set to zero at the
on the rower until the monitor
beginning of the row. The
reads 40/ 32 calories.
athlete may have assistance
turning the monitor on.

RING MUSCLE UP

RING MUSCLE UP

Any part of the foot may not The elbows must be locked
rise above the height of the out while in the support
rings during the kip.
position above the rings.
Swings or rolls to support are
not permitted. When
consecutive kipping
Muscle-ups are performed, a
change of direction below the
rings is required.

RING MUSCLE UP

The athlete must begin with
or pass through a hang below
the rings, with the arms fully
extended (with or without a
false grip) and the feet off the
ground.
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DUCQ 22.3 - SCORE CARD
For time: (16min CAP)
5 Rounds of:
Then,

10 Thrusters
10 Chest to Bar Pull-ups*
40/ 32 Calorie Row
20 Ring Muscle-ups**

ROUND 1
10 Thrusters
10 Chest to Bar Pull-ups

ROUND 2

ROUND 3

ROUND 5

ROUND 4

10

30

50

70

90

10

40

60

80

100

40/ 32 Calorie Row

140/132

time

20 Ring Muscle ups

160/152

35-40

45kg/ 30kg (100lb/ 65lb)

41-47 & 48-54

40kg/ 27.5kg (90lb/ 60lb)

ATHLETE NAME:_______________________________________________

FINISH TIME:__________________ OR TOTAL REPS_______________ TIE BREAK:_______________

2022 ONLINE QUALIFIERS
MASTERS 55+

DUCQ 22.3 - SCORE CARD
For time: (16min CAP)
5 Rounds of:
		
		
Then,
		
		

10 Thrusters
10 Pull-ups*
40/ 32 Calorie Row
20 Chest to Bar Pull-ups**

ROUND 1
10 Thrusters
10 Pull-ups

40/ 32 Calorie Row
20 Chest to Bar Pull-ups

ROUND 2

ROUND 3

ROUND 4

ROUND 5

10

30

50

70

90

10

40

60

80

100

140/132

time
160/158

55+

35kg/ 25kg (77lb/ 55lb)
*Chin over the Bar Pull-ups
**Chest to Bar Pull-ups

ATHLETE NAME:_______________________________________________

FINISH TIME:__________________ OR TOTAL REPS_______________ TIE BREAK:_______________
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DUCQ 22.4
3 Rounds for time of: (15min CAP)
		
		

30 Shuttle Runs (7.5m= 1 rep)
8 Wall Walks*

35-54

As prescribed

55+

*360mm line

EQUIPMENT:

• Tape to mark the floor for the Shuttle Runs and Wall Walks
• Tape measure

NOTES

Prior to starting the workout, the athlete will
need to mark two lines on the floor for the
Wall Walks and two lines on the floor for the
Shuttle Runs (see movement standards
section). This workout begins with the athlete
standing behind the Shuttle Run line closest to
the wall. After the call of go, the athlete will
begin their 30 Shuttle Runs (7.5m laps),
followed by 8 Wall Walks. Once the Wall Walks
are completed, the athlete will move back to
the Shuttle Runs to repeat the sequence for
two more rounds. This workout ends when
the athlete completes the final rep of the Wall
Walks. The athlete’s score will be the total
time it takes to complete the workout or the
total number of reps completed before the 15
minute time cap.
There is no tiebreak for this workout.

VIDEO SUBMISSIONS

Film the measuring process for the Shuttle Run
and Wall Walk tape marks. The video must be
uncut and unedited to accurately display the
performance. Your judge and a clock or timer
must be visible throughout the workout.
Record the video so all movements can be
seen clearly meeting the movement standards.
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DUCQ 22.4
MOVEMENT STANDARDS
SHUTTLE RUNS

SHUTTLE RUNS

SHUTTLE RUNS

Each rep of the shuttle run =
7.5m. Each rep starts with the
athlete’s feet clearly behind
the start line.

At each turnaround, both feet
and one hand must touch the
ground over the line before
the athlete may return.
Stepping on or touching the
line will not count.
WALL WALKS

On the final shuttle run the
athlete may run over the line
without touching the ground
to commence the Wall Walks.

The edge of the tape that is
furtherest from the wall must
be in line with the shoulder
(T1).
• This line will be the start and
finish line for each rep (T1).
• Tape a second line that leaves
260mm (360mm 55+) of space
between the tape’s furthest
edge and the wall (T2).

Every rep begins and ends with
the athlete lying down, with
their chest, feet, and thighs
touching the ground. At the
start and finish of each rep,
both hands must touch the
shoulder tape line (T1), fingers
touching is OK. Both feet must
be touching the ground at the
beginning and end of each rep.

WALL WALKS

With the athlete lying down,
chest and thighs touching the
ground, legs fully extended,
and feet together and touching
the wall, mark a tape line at the
top of the athlete’s shoulder.

WALL WALKS
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DUCQ 22.4
MOVEMENT STANDARDS
WALL WALKS

WALL WALKS

Both hands must remain on At the top of the movement,
the tape (T1) until both feet both hands must be touching
are on the wall and no longer the 260mm (360mm 55+) tape
touching the ground.
line (T2) before the athlete can
descend. Any part of the hand
may touch the tape line.

WALL WALKS

Any part of the hand may make
contact with the tape line.
Both feet must be touching
the ground before starting the
next rep.

WALL WALKS

On the descent, the feet must
remain on the wall until both
hands are touching the first
line. The rep is counted when
the athlete returns to the
starting position, with both
hands touching the first line
and their chest, thighs, and
feet touching the ground.
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DUCQ 22.4
FLOOR PLAN

WALL
260mm /
360mm*
3m

7.5m

*34-54 = 260mm
55+ = 360mm
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DUCQ 22.4 - SCORE CARD
3 Rounds for time of: (15min CAP)
		
		

30 Shuttle Runs (7.5m= 1 rep)
8 Wall Walks

ROUND 1

ROUND 2

ROUND 3

30 Shuttle Runs
30

68

38

76

106

8 Wall Walks

35-54

As prescribed

55+

*360mm line

ATHLETE NAME:_______________________________________________

FINISH TIME:__________________ OR TOTAL REPS_______________

114
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DUCQ 22.5
For time: (10min CAP)
		
15 Clean & Jerks
		
10 Burpee Box Jump Overs*, 24”/ 20”
		
12 Clean & Jerks
		
10 Burpee Box Jump Overs*
		
9 Clean & Jerks
		
10 Burpee Box Jump Overs*

35-40

50kg/ 35kg (110lb/ 77lb)

41-47 & 48-54

45kg/ 30kg (100lb/ 65lb)

55+

40kg/ 25kg (90lb/ 55lb)
*Step-ups Allowed

EQUIPMENT:
•
•
•
•
•

Barbell
Collars
Plates to load to the appropriate weight for your division
Tape to mark the floor for the Burpee Box Jump Overs
Plyo Box

NOTES

This workout begins with the barbell on the
floor and the athlete standing tall. After the
call of go, the athlete will start their 15 Clean &
Jerks, then move to the box for their 10 Burpee
Box Jump Overs. Then, the athlete will move
back to the barbell and complete 12 Clean &
Jerks. They will continue in this manner until
all the reps are completed. Time stops when
both feet land on the opposite side of the box
after the final Burpee Box Jump Over.
The athlete’s score will be the total time it
takes to complete the workout or the total
number of reps completed before the 10
minute time cap.
There is no tiebreak for this workout.

VIDEO SUBMISSIONS

Film the plates and barbell so the weights can
be seen clearly, and show the height of the
box with a tape measure. The video must be
uncut and unedited to accurately display the
performance. Your judge and a clock or timer
must be visible throughout the workout.
Record the video so all movements can be
seen clearly meeting the movement standards.
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DUCQ 22.5
MOVEMENT STANDARDS
BURPEE BOX JUMP OVERS

BURPEE BOX JUMP OVERS

BURPEE BOX JUMP OVERS

The Burpee Box Jump Over
starts with the athlete
perpendicular to the box while
touching their chest and thighs
on the ground, and finishes
with the athlete jumping (or
stepping for 55+) over the box.
In the bottom position, the
centre of the athlete’s chest
must be touching the line, and
the feet and hands must be
straddling the line. Setting the
box at an angle is not allowed.

A two foot takeoff is required
(except 55+), and only the athlete’s feet may touch the box.
Alternatively, the athlete may
jump completely over the box.
If jumping over the box, the
feet must pass over the box,
not around it, and the athlete
must use a two foot landing.

After landing on the box, the
athlete may jump or step off
to the other side. If the athlete
lands on the box, both feet
must touch the top of the box
before stepping or jumping off.
There is no requirement to
stand tall while on top of the
box.

BURPEE BOX JUMP OVERS

Each rep is completed when
both feet are on the ground on
the opposite side of the box.
From there, the athlete may
begin their next rep.
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DUCQ 22.5
MOVEMENT STANDARDS
CLEAN & JERK

CLEAN & JERK

CLEAN & JERK

Start each rep with the barbell
on the ground. Touch and go
is permitted. No bouncing or
dropping and catching the
barbell on the rebound. If
dropped, the barbell must
settle on the ground before
the start of the next rep.
Power Cleans, Squat Cleans,
and Split Cleans are allowed.
Hang cleans are not allowed.

The lift must have two distinct
phases: the Clean and the Jerk.
Snatching is not permitted.
The barbell must make contact
with the shoulders. It is NOT
necessary to lock out the hips
and legs to complete the Clean
before lifting the bar overhead.

The rep is counted when the
barbell is locked out overhead,
with the arms, hips,
and legs extended. The bar is
over or slightly behind the
center of the body, with feet in
line. A Press, Push Press, Push
Jerk, or Split Jerk are all
permitted as long as the
required finish position is
achieved. Receiving any
assistance moving the barbell
is not permitted unless safety
is an immediate concern.
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DUCQ 22.5
FLOOR PLAN

TAPE

PLYO BOX
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DUCQ 22.5 - SCORE CARD
For time: (10min CAP)
		
15 Clean & Jerks
		
10 Burpee Box Jump Overs*, 24”/ 20”
		
12 Clean & Jerks
		
10 Burpee Box Jump Overs*
		
9 Clean & Jerks
		
10 Burpee Box Jump Overs*

35-40

50kg/ 35kg (110lb/ 77lb)

41-47 & 48-54

45kg/ 30kg (100lb/ 65lb)

55+

40kg/ 25kg (90lb/ 55lb)
*Step-ups Allowed

15 Clean & Jerks
15

10 Burpee Box Jump Overs
25

12 Clean & Jerks
37

10 Burpee Box Jump Overs
47

9 Clean & Jerks
56

10 Burpee Box Jump Overs
66

ATHLETE NAME:_______________________________________________

FINISH TIME:__________________ OR TOTAL REPS_______________

